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CAMPUS I ACADEMICS

Study Abroad hoping to give away money
Scholarship deadline
for spring; summer
semesters extended
through Oct. 24
ByEMILYZULZ
Administration Editor

The Scudy Abroad Office received
$40,000 last week for srudy abroad
scholarships. 1f che money is noc

used in chis fiscal year, it will be lose.
Since che full semester has already
scarred, che money can now only
be used for che spring and summer

scudy abroad trips.
To accommodate for chis recent
allocation, the spring deadline has
been extended from Oct. l ro Oct.
24 wich the incention of increasing che number of students studying abroad, said Parhan Aziz, srudy
abroad coordinator.
"One of the biggest hurdles in
study abroad is finding the finances,"
Aziz said. ''.Although we try co find
programs rhac are comparable to
Ea.stem's cosc of actendance, chere's
always additional expenses when you
go to a foreign country, so we're crying to counceract that and make ir
easier for students by offering these
cypes of funding and scholarships."

TO APPLY

0ne of the biggest hurdles in study abroad
is finding the finances:'

11

Interested students should visit:
Office of Study Abroad
1207 Blair Hall
Open 8a.m. to4:30 p.m. Mon·
day through Friday

- Farhan Aziz, study abroad coordinator

Scholarship information can be
found online at

www.eiu.edu/-edabroad/
scholarships-OSAphp

Aziz. said the allocation is che
upper administration's support for
the srudy abroad office ro increase
the number of students going
abroad.

"In order ro enhance srudy
abroad, one of che main things we
would need is financial support and
so chis is one of che ways co make
chat happen," he said.
Aziz said che study abroad office
was expecting the money on some
level.
"We didn't know how much or
when co expecc ic," he said. ''.Appar-

encly, right now we have $40,000 in
cocal for che entire amount, and we
can give up to $5,000 per student."
The amount awarded co scudenrs
depends on che number of recipiencs
chat apply, as well as if che scudent
gees accepted into che program, Aziz.
said.

»

SEE MONEY, PAGES

CAMPUS I HOMECOMING

UNIVERSITY I STAFF

ROYAL
KICKOFF

Interim

will hold
business
affairs job

Coronation of 2008
court starts off
Homecoming Week

By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor

President Bill Perry said he would
appoint an interim vice president
(or business affairs for che period
between when Jeff Cooley, current
vice president for business affairs,
retires and when the permanent
selection is made.
Perry said he would make the
decision on the interim vice presideoc by the middle of November.
Cooley retires on Dec. 31. A search
advisory commictee was formed, and
the search for his replacement has

By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor

Eastern has kicked off its Homecoming celebration with the coronation process for the past I 03 years.
Instead of patiently waiting for the
results of the Homecoming Court,
the winners are able to celebrate
Homecoming with the university for
the entire week during Coronation.
This year, the wait is over for the
Homecoming Court that includes
Chandra Golden as queen, Daniel
Rolando as king, Preston Smith as
prince, and Caitie Glenn as princess.
The ceremony
This year's Coronation started off Homecoming Week Monday nighr in Lancz Arena.
Residence halls, srudem and Greek organizations were in actendance to show support for
their fellow candidaces.
The band, The Staff Blues, kept the crowd
enrertained with songs representing the Homecoming theme this year: "Rock 'n' RoU, Pop 'n'

Soul."
Golden, who was chosen as queen and represented the Black Srudenr Union, said being
named queen is an accomplishment.
"It's a blessing to have won," she said. "Ir just
goes co show chat God is a good God."
Golden said wich her new title as Homecoming qt•een, she plans co be a role model.
"I am going ro encourage diversiry and school
spiric," she said. "Those are the most imporranr
things."
Rolando, who was chosen king and represented Sigma Alpha Epsilon, said he was hopeful for
rhe win as king.
"This is a great feeling," he said. "l am very

begun.

KARLA BROWNING ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Chandra Golden (right), representing the Black Student Union, is crowned Homecoming queen
during Eastern's Homecoming Coronation ceremony in Lantz Arena on Monday night. This year's
event also included the crowning of a faculty king and queen, and a little prince and princess
from focal elementary schools.

proud of myself."
Jarrod Scherle, a junior engineering major,
said it was exciting for someone from his fraterniry, che Sig Eps, co win.
"We are nor a big fracerniry, so chis is precty
exciting for us," he said. "We are pumped."
Glenn, who was chosen as princess, represented Ddra Zeta. Smith, who was chosen as prince,
also represented the BSU.
Smith said his experience with running was
nor so bad after all.
"Of course che competitive spirit comes out,"

he said.
Smith added the win was unexpecced, but also
plans co be a role model among his peers.
"l will try co (represenc) EIU co the best of my
abilities," he said.
In order for chese winners, and the ocher contestants, co run for Homecoming court, chere
were requiremenrs chey all had to demonstrate.
Each contestant had to have a 2.5 GPA and
had co write a derailed biography.

»

SEE CORONATION, PAGE 5

The new vice
presidenr
for
business affairs
could be in place
by April 1, said
Roberr Augustine,
committee chair for the
JEFF COOLEY
search advisory committee for
the vice president for business affairs.
Perry will consult with commictees on campus before making his
decision on who will be the interim
vice prcsidenr.
"It's not a long, involved process,
but I'll wane to talk co some key constiruencies," he said.
Perry will have conversations with
rhe Faculty Senace, Student Senate,
Staff Senate, the vice presidents and
che Council of Deans about who
might be effective in the position.
"I know we have people who can
do it," he said. "It's just a macter of
going through our consuJcacion process, gecting information from folks
and then making a decision."
The inrerim vice president will be
someone from inside the universiry,
Perry added.

»

SEE INTERIM, PAGE S
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Afew rainy days are ahead of us. with a chance
of showers on Tuesday with a high of 81. And on
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ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

Spielberg's DreamWorks joins Universal
The Associated Press

Hopper receives Legion
of Honor in France

the 2008 Salvation Army Red Kettle
Christmas campaign at the November 27 contest. The fundraising drive
continues through Christmas Eve.
Since its partnership with the
Cowboys, which began in 1997,
the annual Red Kettle campaign has
raised more than $1 billion, helping
the Salvation Army serve 30 million
people each year nationwide. Last
year, the campaign raised a record
$118 million.

LOS ANGELES - A person
PARIS - Dennis Hopper has
close to the deal says Steven been named a commander in the
Spielberg's D ream Works stu- French Legion of Honor.
The 72-year-old actor was visibly
dio has signed on with Universal
Piccures ro distribute its films.
moved as he received France's most
Universal will distribute up to prestigious prize at a ceremony in
six D reamWorks movies a year Paris on Monday.
domestically and overseas, exThe Cincmacique Francaise in
cept for India, said rhe person, Paris is opening an exhibit on Hopwho was not authorized to speak per this week that will run through
on the record and requested an- January 19.
Hopper's screen credits include McCormick tells all about
onymity.
The deal has been antici- "Apocalypse Now," "Blue Vdvet" 'Brady' drug addiction
NEW YORK As Marcia
pated as Dream Works prepares and l 969's "Easy ruder," which be
to break off from Paramount, also directed.
Brady on "The Brady Bunch," Mauwhich has owned the srudio
reen McCormick projected an image
Jonas Brothers to play
of the wholesome girl next door. Bue
since 2006.
There bas been ongoing fric- Thanksgiving game
off camera, she spiraled downward
tion over the costs of keeping
IRVING, Texas - The Jonas into drug addiction and depression.
Spielberg and his outfit chere.
Now 52, McCormick writes
Brothers will perform during halfD reamWorks has lined up time of the Dallas Cowboys' na- about her struggles in a new memoir,
$1.5 billion through Reliance tionally televised Thanksgiving Day "Here's the Srory: Surviving Marcia
Brady and Finding My True Voice,"
Entertainment of India co fi- game against the Seattle Seahawks.
The band will officially kick off hitting stores Tuesday.
nance its furn.re film slate.
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Sound and Light Experts
contact maham@eiu.edu

Get paid for setting up, monitoring, and tearing down
light/soWld equipment for events on
campus. Training available.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14
FACULTY vs. STUDENT BASKETBALL GAME
"Nothing But Net s!" I Name That Tune
7:00pm @ McAfee Gymnasium

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1S
FAMILY FUN NIGHT
6:00p m-8:00pm @ Grand Ballroom

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
YELL LIKE HELL I WHO
WANTS TO BE A MASCOT

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The last maintenance details of Doudna Fine Arts Center are getting taken care of as a worker paints a rail by
the stairs on Monday. The stairs on the west side of the building were opened In the first week of school and
have since become a popular spot for students to hang out with friends or take a smoking break in between
GlaS&es, ,
'l

7:00pm @ McAfee Gymnasium

\

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Faculty, students face
off in basketball game
University Board will sponsor
"Nothing But Nets: a charity
basketball game against faculty
and students at 7 tonight in the
McAfeeGym.
This game will help raise
money to buy mosquito nets for
countries with malaria problems.
UB is accepting donations at the
door. Anyone who gives more
than $5 will be entered in a raffle.

Broadcast Job Fair in the
Union on Wednesday

ERIN MATHENY !THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

An Eastern student walks past the•oreamgirls•themed painted window in Andrews Hall on Monday night. The windows of the residence halls were
painted last week for this weekend's NRock 'n' Roll, Pop 'n' Soul" Homecoming.

Homecoming week welcomed
By SHELLY WHITE
Staff Reporter
Eascem's Homecoming week
officially began on Sunday and the
theme this year is "Rock 'n' Roll,
Pop 'n' Soul."
Members of each residence hall
used their creative juices during the
weekend co finish creating window
painrings with their own sub-theme
to "Rock 'n' Roll, Pop 'n' Soul" ro
show their school spirir.
Hillary Rains, a junior secondary education major, helped lead the
window-painting event at Andrews
Hall, where she is a resident.
"Our theme is Dreamgirls, but
we are partnering wich Thomas Hall
on some of the events," Rains said.
"Our Homecoming chair and residenc directors helped come up with
the theme."
Rains said the group spent

hours completing their Drcamgirls
themed-window Thursday night
while listening co music.
"It was a group of people that
don·c usually do things like window
painting," Rains said. "Bue we ended
up having a lor of fun."
.McKinney Hall went in a different direction for their window paincing.
"Ours was a guitar theme, 'Strike
a chord in McKinney Hall," said
Corryn Moorman, a senior psychology major and resident of McKinney Hall.
"We thought of the idea during
an exec board meeting, so I drew
the design and we all agreed on ic,"
Moorman said.
The number of people painting
the windows varied during the threeday period it rook the residence hall
to complete the artwork.
"There were usually five or six of

us," Moorman said, "And we rocked
out co music for inspiration while we
were painting."
The Carman Hall council fearured che "C-Town Showdown,"
with che theme, "I'm with the band,"
said Cheryl Beebe, a freshman elemencary education major and resident of Carman Hall.
On Sunday night from 6 co 9
p.m., abour eighr people parricipaced in decorating che lobby and windows of Carman Hall, nor only with
window painr, buc also wirh colorful
balloons and screamers.
"We had co stand on cables co
hang the balloons and screamers,"
Beebe said. "Bur it was difficult to
do Sunday night because all the studenrs were rerurning co school afrer
the break chis weekend and we were
blocking some of che doors."
The fraternities and sororities
also cook part in the school spirit for

Homecoming.
Each organization created a spirit
board with their own personal theme
based off Eastem's main Homecoming theme.
The fracernity and sorority spirit
boards are spread across campus for
ochers co see.
lambda Chi Alpha fracernity
chose the theme "80s Hair Bands."
"The fraternity worked as a ream
to ger the spirit board done," said
Collin Ingrum, a senior clemencary
education major.
The fracernity members thought
it would be a fun theme co base
Homecoming around.
..There was a lot of hard work
put into ic," Ingrum said, "because
we wanted co show a lot of school
spirit for homecoming."
Shelly Wh1re can be reached at 5817942 or ar slwh1re@e1u.edu

CAMPUS I HISTORY

Pemberton time capsule to be revealed
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor
Pemberton Hall residents are getting ready for a mysterious event
added to this week's celebration of
the building's 1OOth anniversary.
During the summer, Mark Hudson, director of Housing and Dining Services, researched and flipped
through scrapbook~ chat Pemberton
annually puts together.
"le was through char process,
where we flipped through the scrapbooks and said 'Hey, something is
buried there,"' Hudson said.
On the ease side near the newest
part of Pemberton, a time capsule

is buried approximately 18 inches in the ground. The spot is hidden
behind hedges facing Old Main.
"We were wondering if the building had a rime capsule in ir because
somecimes che masons. who make
scone buildings like char, will sometimes puc a rime capsule in the base
of the building," Hudson said.
However, Hudson requcsced
Eascern's mason co check the blueprints of Pemberton and nothing
was found buried inside the building.
While Hudson was looking
through the l 961 scrapbook of Pemberton, he came across a page that
had three women burying a rime

capsule outside.
The scrapbook identifies the
women as Ms. Scuebe, Mary Anna,
and Kathleen Pac.
The rime capsule will be dug up
ar 8:30 tonight in front of Pemberton Hall.
Hudson has no idea what may
be in the time capsule, but whatever is found will be displayed for the
alumni arriving this weekend for the
2008 Homecoming weekend.
"Depending on what condition it
is in ... if it's in a concealed box, we
will display it," Hudson said.
The dig-up will ~ a shared event.
Courtney Quinn, associate resident
director of Pemberton; Dan Nadler,

vice president for student affairs and
Pemberton Hall's president, Alison
Burge, are some of the people who
will Jig up 1.hc capsule.
"I hope chis excites chem (Pemberton residencs)," Hudson said.
"This is another opportunity to
relive a historical moment, and it
seemed like the appropriate rime to
do ic, being the I OOth anniversary,"
I ludson said.
Burying a new time capsule has
not been discussed, but once alumni
bring more historical objeccs, there
may be a discussion.
Brirrm Garaa can be reached or 5817942 or ar bmgarcia@e1u.edu.

CAMPUS I MARKETING

Survey completed, its data currently under analysis
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter

A recent survey of Eastern studcncs, alumni and staff is now finished.
The survey, conducted by Sramats Higher Educacion Marketing.
was senc via e-mail on Sepe. 25 and
asked survey subjects their opinions

abouc Eastern.

The response rate was high,
according to Stamacs principal consultant Eric Sickler.
"The Easrern community really got involved," Sickler said. "We've
gor a fancastic body of daca."
Sickler said he could nor give the
precise number of responses.
The survey was intended to help
the university march irs promotions
with rhe views of srudents and scaffi

said Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external relations.
"Whar this survey will help us
determine is if each of those groups
char we're cargecing, if their perception of campus marches what we're
saying about che campus," Nilsen
said ar the survey's oucser.
Now chat the surveys have been
completed, Sickler said Stamacs
workers will closely observe the

results.
"At this point, we are analyzing
the daca, looking for trends," Sickler said.
Whar chose trends are remains
unclear, he said.
"It's kind of early to talk about
anything specific,h Sickler said.
Joe Astrouskt can be reached ac 5817942 01 orjmasrrouskf@eiu.edu.

Those interested in a career in
broadcast will have the opportunity to meet with representatives
from 12 companies at the second
annual Broadcast Job Fair from
1Oa.m. to noon Wednesday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Representatives from companies such as the Champa1gnUrbana Radio Group, WCCU-TV
Champaign and WAND-TV Decatur will be available to talk about
goals, job openings and internships. For additional information,
contact Mike Bradd at 581-3323.

Auditions at Charleston
Alley Theatre today
The Charleston Alley Theatre
will hold auditions for Christopher Durang's holiday comedy
•Mrs. Bob Cratchit's Wild Christmas Binge"from 7 to 9 p.m. today
and Wednesday at the theater,
718 Monroe Ave.
Ten adult actors (six men, four
women) and two younger actors
{one boy, one girl) are needed.
For more information or to
arrange an alternative audition,
contact Duke Bagger at 3457978, the theater at 345·2287 or
e-mail CATmail@consolidated.
net.

Deadline for ilife
Challenge Wednesday
The second annual ilife Challenge has begun. Teams of
faculty, students and staff are
being challenged to create a 3-to
5-minute iMovie about an area
of academic interest. Teams must
register by Wednesday at www.
ilife.eiu.edu.For more information, contact the CATS Office at
581-8369.
-Complied by Matt Hopf and
Jessica Leggin

BLOTTER

Michael Hoekstra, 20, of
Charleston, was charged with
illegal consumption of alcohol
and resisting a police officer,
said the University Police
Department.

CORRECTIONS
Travis Merrell and Mike Saviano
are not athletic training majors
as reported in Monday's edition
of The Daily Eastern News.
Ted Petersen's name was misspelled and his graduation year
was misidentified on Page 1O of
Monday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News. He graduated in
1976.
The DEN regrets the errors.
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS,
OR EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581 -7936,
E-mail I DENelc@gmall.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall

The DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

Drawn from the News IYotam Zohar
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Letters to the Editor
TURNER IS THE RIGHT STUDENT

Presidenc Bill Perry absoluccly made
the right choice in sdccring 'Iitfany
Turner co serve on rhe Vice President of
Business Affairs Search Commiccee.
Eric Wilber, a personal friend. docs
a wonderful job liaising wich the city
of Charleston and is an assiduous representative for Eastern students. He
deserves every bit of respecc he receives.
At the same cime, chough, Turner is
equally dedicated to che scudenr body.
In fact, she has been an elected member ofSrudenr Senate longer than Wilber. During her four previous semesters
on senate, she has been a chairperson
three times.
And while Wilber has surely garnered a great deal of political experience, his knowledge of the political process, no macter how intimare, is
nor grounds ro have made him a better choice than Turner ro serve on rhe
search committee. Honesrly, chis argument char was espoused in 1he Daily Eastern Nell's' sraff editorial was void
of subtlety.
This year, scudenrs voted li.trner inro
the position of student body vice president for business affairs. 'lhe students'
support of Turner in this c.1pacity demonsrrares char claiming she is "nor rhe
right student" for the search commiccee
is patendy erroneous.
Perry nor only made rhe right
choice, but also, by honoring the student body's voice, the responsible one.
Turner's experience, apricude and desire
co serve the studencs will prove chac Perry did pick che besc studcnc ro reprl"SCnt
Easrems' srudent body in che search for
a new vice president of business atfa1rs
here ac Eastern.

Drew P. Griffin
Student Senator

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of The OEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENoplnions@gmall.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters co the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic co
the Opinions Editor to be published in

1he D,z;ly £wmz News.
1/Je DENs policy is to run all letters
that arc not libdous or potentially
harmful. lhey must be bs than 250
v.ords.
Leners co the editor can be brought
in with idenrificacion to 'fl1e DEN
ac 1811 Buzzard Hall. Leners may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
DENopinions@'gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Make commuting easier
The university does have necessary means for
open communicarion in coordinating commucing plans for srudents, but that does not mean
the plans are ideal.
There is a driver's board in the Marrin Lurher
King Jr. University Union chat is a necessity. The
purpose of the board is co help srudents coordinate local and regional transportation needs, said
Dan Nadler, vice president for student affairs.
William Hine, dean of the School of Continuing Education, said the school's students use a
discussion board on a daily basis. That is a necessary irem for the university co have as well.
Bur having these boards does not mean the
university should srop improving communication
when ir comes co commuting plans for srudenrs.
Off-campus student Jaime Sullivan's initiative
to start a Web site that allows studenrs co coordinate car pooling plans shows che university needs
to improve communication in chat area.
Sullivan said the driver's board in 1he union
is geared more toward students sharing trips.
not for students who have to commute everyday. With the unpredictable gas prices that have
reached unheralded numbers, it makes sense for
off-campus students co want ro car pool for their
daily commure co campus.
Aside from Sullivan's Web site, the university
should meet this demand by developing a separate board for daily commuters or a similar mode
of communication.
The discussion board used by the School of

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Jaime Sullivan has created a Web
site to help off-campus students coordinate
carpooling efforts.
•Stance: Sullivan is to be commended for her
ingenuity, but this also a raises a student need
that Eastern should work toward resolving.

Continuing Education students is rarely used for
coordinating rides, according ro srudents within
in rhe school.
Again. the university needs co develop some
sort of communication that allows non-traditional srudenrs and off-campus srudcncs to coordinate
daily commute plans. The university has the necessary means. bur it needs co repair the areas chat
have cracks.
The administration has addressed the need for
parking on campus through democratic way:s.
The administration should look co do the same
with improving communication for commuters
wanting to car pool. The fact that the issue affects
a smaller group of Eastern's population docs not
mean chat the group's case for better communication should be diminished or neglected.
The facr char Sullivan creared a Web site on
her own shows the university's established means
for coordinating commuting plans has some
weaknesses.
Those weaknesses need to be addressed and
alternative means for off-campus students who
commute on a daily basis needs co be established.

Maybe we do need day care
Childcare can be a burden sometimes to both
students and faculty. Bur maybe "burden" is the
wrong word, because all parents wane what's besr
for their children. So, having a restricted schedule
is understandable if day care availability or quality stands in rhc way of class work.
David Maurer, a retired history professor who
spent 32 years ac Eastern, proposed to the Student Senate and the Faculty Senate earlier in the
academic year chat a day care cenrer be operated
on campus. Faculty Senate Chair John Pommier
said the subject will be researched and discussed
at rhe Nov. 4 meeting, and Student Senate Speaker Isaac Sandidge said he would wair unril after
the Faculty Senare debate co propose anyrhing.
The prominent question is how much ofa
need is there for a day care facility on campus?
The secondary question is how would Eastern go
about creating one? Well, we encourage Pomnuer
and the Faculty Senate to thoroughly inves1igace
this potenaal need. In doing so, hopefolly, the
Srudenc Senate will understand and observe how
things are done on campus and follow suit.
Day care could potentially hdp :scudenrs
and employees alike, and for the Faculty Senate:
and Srudent Senate ro explore such a possibility
would be ideal representation.
Until Nov. 4, a rough approximation could be
made for this day care need. and we encourage
further conversations about it.
Child Care Resource and Referral is a :state
funded agency within the School of l'amily and

OUR VIEW
• Situation: The Faculty Senate will research
and discuss a need for day care on campus.
• Stance: The senate should thoroughly research the topic because a need does exist.

-

Consumer Sciences that provides childcare: referral and financial support co community members
in Clark, Coles, Cumberland, Edgar, Moultrie
and Shelby counties.
Between July l, 2007 and June 30, 2008, 49
Eastern scudents and 22 faculty/sraff milized the
Child Care Resource and Referral services. From
July I until Sept. 30, 19 Eastern srudents and 8
fuculty/sraff have make use of chis opportunity.
These figures only apply co chose who knew
of the Child Care Resource and Referral agency
and decided ro ask for help. but even if these figures repre~ent all of Eastern's need rhcn .1 day care
would be a wise invescment to consider.
·Ihe Department for Child and Family Services has 140 pages of guidelines (hnp://www.statc.
il.us/DCFS/docs/407.pdf) for licensing standards
for day care cencers, which is what Eastern would
be since its campus is nor a house.
An insight has now been provided to both
the Faculty Senate and Srudenr Senate, anJ further research can commence and opinions can
be formed since the seal has been broken off chis
imperative topic. There should be no excuse for
dry di:;cussions at either senate's meetings.

MATT ZIMMERMAN

Elaborating
on liberal's
blame
When Americans' pocketbooks are
hurting. they often rum co Democrats for
help. In chis case, they may rum to the
people who are responsible for their pam.
1wo wee.ks ago. I wrote about the
Democrats' responsibility for the economic situation that we find ourselves in
Allow me to dahorare.
Barack Obama did not like it when
banks did nor lend enough money co
people wirh poor credit. He personally
sued Citibank in 1994 in order to force: ii
co lend co people chat could not afford it.
In 2007 he said, "Subprime lending started off as a good idea - helping Americans buy homes who couldn't previously afford co."
I am not sure in what world ir makes
sense co lend money co chose who can no1
afford co pay you back.
Others apparently agreed. The Association for Community Organizations
for Reform Now (ACORN), comrnuni·
ty organizers in the vein of those through
which Obama has claimed be served the
poor in Chicago, has also been engaged in
ches(' types of lawsuits nation-wide. These
lawsuits were parr of their far-left agenda chat includes forcing companies that
want to leave cities to obtain permission
and then shell our millions in "compensation'' co the community and force sub·
urbs to give tax dollars co their center city
co enforce their idea ofsocial justice.
Incidentally, rhe Obama campaign has
funneled hundreds of thousands dollars
co his former employer, ACORN, who he
says will be called in to shape his agenda.
In che meantime, they are being invescigated for vorer fraud in I 0 sratcs.
Obama's solution ro the problem
he helped create is to blame President
George W. Bush for deregulation and
then to continue his own failed ideas.
Anorher ingenious idea co gee the
economy back on track is to raise taxes on
hundreds of thousands of small businesses
which create che vasr majority of the new
jobs in this counrry.
Ac least his logic is congruous. If ir
makes sense co lend money co peoplev.ho
can not afford co pay the money back,
rhen I suppose ir makes sense char businesses will be able co create more jobs if
the government cakes more of their money and spends it on universal broadband
access and on writing $500 checks ro reru
of millions of people who do nor pay
income tax. This is noc economic srimu·
lus, chis is wealth redistribution.
Maybe I am old-fashioned, bur ir
bothers me when candidates talk about
wh:u percent of caxes people need to pay
in order for us co achieve "fairness." The
top 5 percent of wage earners, despite
Obama's rhetoric about Fortune 500
CEO's, number upwards of six million
people, plus hundreds of thousands of
small businl-sscs. They already pay ova
half of the income raxes collected by the
government. Perhaps if there was something important to spend their money o
raising their taxes would be justified, but
taxing the "rich" in order to write checks
to che poor is not serious policy.

/vlatt Zimmenna11 is a senior politiclli
sdmu major. He mn be reached at 581·
7942 or at DENopi11io11s@g,,,lildrom.
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» Coronation

Daniel Rolando, representing Sigma Alpha
Ep silon, and Chandra
Golden, representing Black Student
Union, are crowed
prince and queen at
the EIU Homecoming
Coronation ceremony
in Lantz Arena on
Monday night.

FROM PAGE 1

Also, the contestants had to go through
an interviewing process that counted for
60 perunt of cheir overall score.
Alp~a Godzicki, a sophomore foreign
language major who ran for Homecoming
Courc, said she probably would have prepared for che interview portion betcer.
"Looking back on rhe qucscions, I
would have answered chem choroughly
and beccer," she said.
Overall, Godtjcki said she still feels like
a winner.
"I scill feel like I won,n she said. "I am
just so excited to be a pan of ic all."

New twist on court
This year, chc Homecoming Coronation Committee decided co add to che
royalry - a litcle prince and princess,
and a faculry king and queen, were also
named.
The winners for faculty queen and king
were mathematics and computer sciences
professor Andrew White and biology professor Barbara Carlsward.
Andrew Hubbard, chair of the Homecoming Coronation Committee, said
ihe faculry had co go chrough a rigorous
screening.
"They had co demonstrate EIU pride
and dedication co the university," he said.

» Money
FROM PAGE 1

Students applying must also have
at lease a 2.5 cumulative GPA at the
ume of che application and must
have arrcnded Ea.seem full-time for
one semester.
The recent allocation, called chc
Study Abroad Granr Scholarship.
applies to any kind of study abroad
experience, muming rhe program
the srudenc's applying for still has
space available, Aziz .said.
Before chc allocation, Aziz said
die office ju.~c had spring ruition
waiver programs for sru.dents going
to exchange programs with parcner
institutions.
Students can apply for the scholarship when they apply for the
study abroad program.
The scholarship requires students
co complcce a study abroad application and a recommendarion form,
in addition to che application for
die study abroad program.
If students have already applied
to a study abroad program for the
spring semester, chey can still apply

"I still feel like I won.
I am just so excited to be a
part of it all:'
- Alyssa Godzlckl, a contestant
in the event, on running
for Homecoming Court
Markaila McGee, from Jefferson Elementary School, and Mmhew Taylor,
from the Charleston Christian Academy,
were crowned the 2008 little prince and
princess.
Hubbard said the contestants had ro
demonstrate a few things ro be sought out
for this honor.
"They had to dcmon~crare eating their
vcgccables, going along with nap time,
and keep fussing down ro a minimum," he
said.
Hubbard said chc coronation was a
milestone in Homecoming week.
"The royalry court is so important," he
said.
Hubbard said of 12,000-plus srudcnts
who atcend Eastern, the 52 come.scants
had one thing in mind.
"And that is co be held in the elite of
EIU royalty," he said.
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Jessrca leggin can be reached at 581-7942 or
ac Jmleggm@eiu.edu.

for the scholarship without having
to reapply for the program.
Azi.z said employers arc looking
ac more international experience.
"le is shown char students who
study abroad have bea:er job offers
so chat's why it's so important co
srudy abro.iJ, and this is one of our
ways to cnhanu those oppommitics for students to graduate with a
more valuable degree." Aziz said.
He s.tid not all rhe $40,000
would be used for che spring scmc.stcr.
"We're going to allocate some
of thac for the summer roo so those
students have a chance to ha\e an
affordable cosr as wdl," Aiiz said.
If fewer students apply for the
spring, the money leftover from the
spring will be used for the summer.

Allocation
In a leccer outlining his goals last
January, President Bill Perry established five priorities for the university.
Those priorities were to "enhance
support for excellence in faculty
scholarship and teaching, in particular faculty-mentored undergrad-

"It is shown that students who study abroad
have better job offers:'
- Farhan Aziz, study abroad coordinator
uare research, scholarship, and creative accivicies, enhance service and
leadership opportunities for scudencs, enhance fine arts programming and outreach, enhance ~rudy
abroad opportunities and enhance
honors programs."
"The money was allocated to
scudy abroad in order to uphold
the priority in rhc list above," Perry said.
Perry said the source of the funds
is from the overall scate appropriations and tuition revenuc.s.
Blair Lord, provost and vice president for academic affairs, said budget allocations, for something chat
is new to the budget and not just a
continuation of a pasr practice, is a
time-consuming process.
'The process scares by having rhe
continuations loaded co rhe budget
first, he said.
"After that, things that are

changes or new items have to be
added individually," Lord said. "The
funding for the President's iniciativcs are among those that have
been put inco the ~y~tem most
recently; hence, rho\e iccms arc only
now available for me co expend."
He said the decision ro include
these items in che budger ·was made
as the budget year began.
"I can now scare spendin-g the
funds, and we arc moving ahead,"
Lord said.
He said a new initiative has to be
started at some point, and now was
the time the university was able co.
"Because this will be an ongoing
budget item, there will be more lead
time for the Study Abroad Office to
plan disuiburions in coming years,"
Lord said.
Emily Zulz can be reached ac 581 ·
7942 or ac eazu/z@eiu.edu

>> Interim
FROM PAGE 1

"A kno\\ledge of the operation of
the business affairs unic, of course,
and past strong performance will be
rhc rwo main things I'm looking for
there," he said.
Perry said it"s possible che interim vice president could be a candidace for the position, bur it won't be
a qualifying faccor.
'Ihe job description for vice president for business affairs was posted onlinc last Yteck at www.eiu.edu/
~graduate/vpba/scarch.php.

Augustine s.1id advertisements
have been forwarded co 1he Chronicle of Higher Education, National Association of College & University BusinC5S Officers, and deccronic posting boards for che Chicago Tribwu, 7he lndianapolis Star, and the

St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Augusrinc said chc commirccc
met Monday ro review the procedures for reviewing applicant files.
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 ·1942
or at eazu/z@eiu.edu.

Now Leuing for '09-'10
The Millenium Place
1305 4th Street offers
GREAT LOCATION AND
AMENITIES! Fully furnished,
hot tubs. saunas. exercise
equipment and skylights!
THESE APARTMENTS ARE
HUGE!
Floor plans for groups of
3, 4&5!

Unique Homes
Properties
(217) 345-5022

CALL TODAY TO

SEEIBEM
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Cheney to campaign in
Illinois for Ozinga
HOMER GLEN -Vice President
Dick Cheney will be in Illinois
campaigning for Republican
Marty Ozinga In a tight House
race where a GOP seat is up for
grabs.
Cheney is to attend a private
fund raiser Wednesday at Ozinga's
house in the Chicago suburb of
Homer Glen. Ozinga's campaign
manager said the event is closed
to media.
Ozinga is challenging
Democratic state Sen. Debbie
Halvorson in what both parties
call a tight race to replace exiting
Republican Congressman Jerry
Weller.
Weller isn't seeking an eighth
term amid ethics questions.
The 11th Congressional District
stretches from the suburbs
south of Chicago to the farms of
central Illinois. It's been reliably
Republican but has seen some
movement toward Democrats.
Green Party newcomer Jason
Wallace also is in the race.

State to get share to
rehab foreclosed homes
SPRINGFIELD-Illinois is set to
get about $170 million in federal
funds to rehabilitate foreclosed
homes, fight blight and help lowincome people buy property.
Illinois' share of$3.9 billion from
the Neighborhood Stabilization
Program will go to 13 cities
and the Department of Human
Services, which will get $53
million.
Grants will be made for
rehabbing abandoned and
foreclosed property to resell it
or transform it into affordable
housing, and for creating
financing for low-income people
to buy such homes.

14 counties have
"concealed" referendum
EUREKA - Voters in 14 Illinois
counties will have a chance
next month to let Springfield
know what they think about
citizens' right to carry concealed
firearms.
The referendum will ask
whether the state should enact
so-called #concealed-carry•
legislation.
The referendum is advisory
only.
Voters will not be deciding
whether individual counties
should adopt those rights, but
whether state legislators should
bring the issue to a vote.
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Politicians are unsure
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The nation's
economic uncertainty is creating
political uncertainty for a few Illinois
politicians running for re-election.
Congressional candidates who
were forced co take a position - and
sometimes more than one - on the
Wall Street bailout package could
find chemselves under fire from cheir
challengers.
Republican Rep. Judy Biggert's opponent criticizes her for
first opposing che $700 billion bailouc package but lacer supporting a
revised version.
Democratic Rep. Bill Foster,
who was senc to Congress in March
through a special election, backed
both versions of the bailouc and faces an opponent wich rhe money for a
lasr-minure advertising blitz co make
an issue of the voces.
And Rep. Peter Roskam, a freshman Republican, opposed che measure from beginning to end. His
challenger said she would have
backed the bailout, rducrancly,
because something had to be done
co prevent an economic cacascrophe.
Biggerc's challenger, Lockport resident and former Chicago businessman Scott Harper, sees the Hinsdale
incumbent's voce co be an asset co his
own campaign.
Harper, a Democrat given Lierle chance of winning on traditionally GOP turf in Chicago's suburbs,
said the five-cerm congresswoman

has struck our in dealing wich che out.
nation's worsening economic crisis.
"This is a representacive democraFirst, he argues, she first was inef- cy," she said. "Sometimes we're a licfective as senior Republican on a cle ahead of the people."
key congressional panel focused on
If an incumbent is punished, Fosfinancial instirucions. Second, she ter, the Geneva physicist who sucfailed to show leadership as an oppo- ceeded former GOP House Speaknenc of the initial $700 billion bail- er Dennis Hastert in a special elecout bill chat was sought co calm Wall tion last March, may be most likeStreet. Third, she displayed political ly co suffer. Foster backed boch bailopportunism by voting for the res- out bills. Republican opponenc
cue bill loaded with pork char did Jim Oberweis, a Sugar Grove businessman who made a forcune as an
become law.
Harper argued Biggerr did noth- invescrnenc manager, said he would
ing co stop the coming crisis while have voted against either incarnasitting on the House Financial Ser- tion.
vices Committee. And he said he
Oberweis' wealth is large enough
would have voced for eicher one he can afford a lace-season adverof the bailout bills, because quick tising blicz attacking Foscer on the
vores and on GOP territory.
action was needed.
"People are frustrated, really mad,
"Congressman Foscer believes
confused," he said. "They really chat his vores, while unpopular,
chink Judy Biggerr has been asleep ac were a seep in che right direction,"
che switch."
spokeswoman Shannon O'Brien
Biggerc counters chat her record said. "While there still remains a trehas been misrepresented. She said mendous amount of anger regarding
she was behind hearings years ago the vote, we understand chat much
char, though unsuccessful, soughr co of this anger is a result of being surreform mortgage giants Fannie Mae prised wich che sudden economic
and Freddie Mac.
downrum and che decisions made
On her initial vote against che by Presidenc Bush char led us co chis
$700 billion bailout, she said con- point."
Meantime, Democrats have GOP
sciruents supported her by a 2-1
margin. When she backed the sec- Rep. Mark Kirk of Highland Park as
ond bill, many became upsec upon their No. l Illinois target, bur chere
learning it had pork, including cax is no sign his votes in favor of a bailbreaks for Puerco Rican rum distill- out will prove politically facal.
ers. Now she said, wherever she goes,
Wilmette Democrat Dan Seals
she muse explain chat she fought the said he would have voted che same
earmarks before voting for the bail- way on the final bill.
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McClure produces photography book
Pb.orographic Journal."
Seeing McClure's home setting,
OLD MILL CREEK - Slighc- his inceresc in horses and cowboys
ly rolling bills. Vast prairie lands sur- seems only natural. One of his busirounded by chicl<ly wooded areas. ness ventures and passions was trainFlat-paneled wooden fences and a ing horses on chis property. Walkhorse stable chat has been converred ing che grounds, it's easy to imag·
inco a home.
ine horses grazing behind the woodIf one was suddenly dropped en fences.
Now retired, the 67-year old Toleinto chis setting unaware of your
surroundings, one may not be sur- do, Ohio, native sold off his business
prised co witness a herd of approach- inceresrs I 0 years ago, and now coning cattle followed by a few cowboys centrates on photography. Intereston horseback. This isn't the Wild ed in photography since he was in
West, however; it is Old Mill Creek, high school bur choosing a business
a rural community in northern Lake career and rearing chree sons insread,
McClure didn't pick up a camera for
Councy.
Ir is the home of Michal years. He only dabbled a bit when
McClure, a retired entrepreneur who on business tnps in Hawaii.
"I had a crave! business and I
has recendy published che photography book "Hawaiian Cowboys: A would go out wich some of che phoThe Associated Press

rographers we would have co hire,"
he said. "To me it was my break; I
would go out and photograph wich
chem."
It was on those trips and family vacations char McClure learned
about che culrure of Hawaiian cowboys.
"We'd go up into the mountains.
We like co explore and hike, and
chac's what got us into chose areas.
If we were down below at the beaches sunning ourselves we would never
have seen chis," McClure said. "We
would see guys transporting chese
horses back and forth in their trailers. I had a friend who lived up there
where che ranches are, and I asked
him if he could inrroduce me one
of che ranchers he knew. And that's
what got me going."

The Associated Press

Family, friends help
Obamas juggle kids
CHICAGO - When class lets
out for Michelle and Barack
Obama's two daughters, their
grandmother is there to pick
them up.
When 10-year-otd Malia needs
her hair done in the two-strand
twist style she likes, a family
friend brings a beautician to the
Obama house.
And when Michelle Obama
and her husband both recently
campaigned out of town, their
girls stayed with another friend
who regularly shuttles 7-year-old
Sasha to ballet class.
like countless other working
parents, the Obamas rely on a
close group of friends and family
- especially Michelle's 71-yearold mother - to help juggle
home life and work.
The Obamas' jobs may be more
high-profile than most, but
those close to them said many
of the everyday challenges are
the same as when she worked
as an administrator at a Chicago
hospital and he was just another
U.S. senator: shuffling the girls to
play dates, piano lessons, drama,
ballet and soccer games.
Michelle Obama is •you and I,
she's the woman next door, she's
the woman down the street,• said
Yvonne Davila, who has been
friends with Obama since the
two worked at Chicago City Hall
together nearly 20 years ago.

Thousands of Illinoisans
turn out to vote
CHICAGO - Early voting
is under way in Illinois, and
thousands of people have
already cast their ballots.
Election officials said about
2,500 Chicagoans voted in the
first 90 minutes polls were open
and nearly 1, 100 more people
voted in the Cook County
suburbs.
Voters are taking advantage
of the Columbus Day holiday
to hit the polls and avoid the
expected Election Day lines. This
year marks the first presidential
general election to have early
voting in Illinois. Early voting runs
through Oct. 30.
The State Board of Elections
said the number of people voting
early has increased with every
election.
Chicago Board of Election
Commissioners spokesman Jim
Allen said they expect to double
the 82,000 early voters in the
February primary.

Broadcast Industry Fair
15 bands entered... one Will win

VOTE NOW
www.dennews.oom to vote

on act 24th top 5 bands will
be announced in verge
concert with top 5
nov 7 @ 7th street underground 8pm

TOMORROW!
10:00 am - 12 n00 n

MLK, Jr. University Union-University Ballroom

Broadcast Industry Organizations throughout Illinois
will be on hand to discuss broadcasting related
jobs & internships in:

Engineering & Technical Support
Office Management
Sales
Computer Applications

Marketing/Promotions
Graphic Design
On-Air Positions

Get answers to YOUR questions about a career in
broadcasting and find out what education is required.
Co-sponsored by Career Services and the lllinoi.s Broadcasters Association
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Wildfires force frantic
evacuations near LA
LOS ANGELES - Two huge
wildfires driven by strong
Santa Ana winds burned
into neighborhoods near Los
Angeles on Monday, forcing
frantic evacuations on smokeand traffic-choked highways,
destroying homes and causing
at least two deaths.
More than 1,000 firefighters
and nine water-dropping
aircraft battled the 5,300-acre
Marek Fire at the northeast end
of the San Fernando Valley, and
the 3,000-acre Sesnon Fire in the
Porter Ranch area at the west
end. Winds blew up to 45 mph
with gusts reaching 70 mph.
Authorities confirmed more
than three-dozen mobile homes
burned at the Marek Fire and TV
news helicopter crews counted
about 1O homes destroyed by
the Sesnon Fire.
Firefighters were struggling
with the resurgent, day-old
Marek Fire when the new blaze
erupted at midmorning a few
miles to the west.
•it is a blowtorch we can't get
in front of: said Los Angeles
County fire Inspector Frank
Garrido.

Restaurants may hike
prices in 2009
NEW YORK - Beef may not be
what's for dinner at your favorite
restaurant come 2009.
Restaurants, now working
to secure supply and price
contracts for meat and other
commodities for the upcoming
year, are expecting big increases
in food costs - increases that will
likely lead to menu changes and
price hikes.
Some chains are already
adjusting their menus to reflect
current high costs.
CKE Restaurants Inc., which
operates the Hardee's and Carl's
Jr. chains, stopped offering
Double Cheeseburgers in its 2
for $3 promotion and replaced
them with Jumbo Chili Dogs and
Hot Ham 'N' Cheese Sandwiches
to avoid selling pricey beef at a
lower price.
Even McDonald's may make
changes to its popular dollar
menu.
The decision to raise prices or
change menus could have some
harsh repercussions.
But for restaurateurs, there may
not be much of a choice.

NATION I ECONOMY

WORLD BRIEFS

Dow posts big gain
Record-breaking
single-day stock rally
The Associated Press
NEW YORK Wall Srreer
stormed back after ics worst week
ever and staged the biggest single-day stock rally since the Great
Depression on Monday, catapulting
the Dow Jones industrials to a 936poinc gain and finally offering relief
from eight consecutive days of stock
macket carnage.
While no one was saying the
worst was over for the staggering
financial system or troubled economy, buyers returned co the stock
market with gusto, with ~ome saying
stocks had been driven down to firesale prices.
The surge came as executives from
leading banks were swnmoned by
the Bush administration to Washington co work out a plan to get loans,
the lifeblood of the economy, moving again. And it folJowed signals
chac European govemmencs would
pur nearly $2 trillion on the line co
procecc their own banks.
The Dow gained more than 11
percent, ics biggest one-day rally since 1933, and by poincs ir shattered the previous record for a oneday gain of 499, during the waning days of the technology boom in
2000.
"My screen is completely green,
and I love chat," said John Lynch,
chief market analyse for Evergreen
Invescmencs in Chaclorre, N.C. "Bur
I'm noc doing any backflips yet. We
still have many challenges up ahead."
Stocks opened sharply higher and
never looked back. The Dow was up

MONDAY MARKET
GAIN
• Dow Jones ( +936.42. + 11.08%)
Total: 9,387.61
·NASDAQ ( + 194.74. +11.81%)
Total: 1,844.25
·S&P ( +104.13. +11.58%)
Total: 1,003.35
more than 400 poincs in the opening minutes of reading, and by lunch
hour had crojSed back through the
same 9,000 level it crashed below
lase week.
The rally intensified in the final
hour of trading. In the momencs
before the closing bell rang. boisterous readers sounded horns on
the floor of the New York Stock
Excl1ange, and raucous applause
broke out.
"I would say this is closer to the
bottom. I can't say chis is the boccom," said Bill Schultz, chief investment officer at McQueen, Ba!J &
Associates in Bethlehem, Pa. "I chink
it's more relief, the rally roday."
For Wall Street, it came not a
moment coo soon. The dismal week
before wiped out about $2.4 reillion
in shareholder wealth. The eight-day
losing streak drained 2,400 poincs
from the Dow, or 22 percent roughly equal co the 1987 crash and
enough to escablish a bear marker all
on irs own.
U.S. stock market paper gains
totaled $1.2 trillion Monday, according co the Dow Jones Wilshire 5000
Composite Index, which represents
neacly all stocks craded in America.
The massive rebound also pushed
the Nasdaq composice index higher
by 195 points, or neatly 12 percent,
its second-biggest gain in percencage

terms. The Standard and Poor's 500,
rose 104 points, ics biggest point
gain ever and an 11.5 percent gain,
its greatest since 1933.
Ahouc 3,030 stocks advanced on
the New York Stock Exchange, while
only about 160 declined - a reversal from lase week, when declining
stocks overwhelmed the gainers. But
the trading volume of 1.82 billion
shares was lighter than ic had been
lase week, suggesting there was less
conviction in the buying than during lase week's selling.
At the close, the Dow stood at
9,387.61 That's still a far cry from
ics peak of 14,165, sec a little more
than a year ago - and history suggests Wall Street could have a long
climb back to the top of the mountain.
After the Black Monday crash of
Occober 1987, it cook the Dow until
August 1989 co sec a new all-time
closing high, almost two years after
ics previous peak. The 1987 crash
cook stocks down 36 percent from
their pick - comparable to che 40
percent decline in chis round of rurmoil.
The Bush administration said ir
was moving quickly to implemenr
its financial rescue package, including consulring with law firms about
the mechanics of buying ownership
shares in a broad number of banks co
help gee lending going again.
Neel Kashkari, the assisranr Treasury secrecary in charge of the program, said Monday officials were
also developing guidelines to govern
the purchase of soured morcgagerelaced assets.
He gave few details about how the
program will actually buy bad assecs
and bank stock.

WORLD I NUCLEAR INSPECTION

Koreas may expand cross-border projects
The Associated Press
SEOUL, South Korea - South
Korea is considering expanding
cross-border projeccs with North
Korea following major progress in
an international standoff over che
communist country's nuclear program, an official said Monday.
On Sarurday, the United Scares
removed North Korea from its terrorism blacklisc, saying Pyongyang
agreed co all Washingron's nuclear
inspection demands.
The North welcomed the de!-

iscing, saying it would resume disabling its main nuclear facilities
and allow international inspections
there.
Meanwhile, conservarive procescers rook co the sneers in Seoul co
denounce che deliscing.
Kim Ho-nyeon, a spokesman at
South Korea's Unification Ministry,
told reporters Monday char South
Korea is considering "adjusting" various projects with ics neighbor, such
as ics food aid to che impoverished
North.
He did not daborate bur his

•

office later explained char South
Korea has long sought to expand
inter-Korean economic projects and
humanitarian aid to the North with
progress in the nuclear issue.
"I hope the terrorism delisting will have a posirive effect on
improvement of incer-Korean ties,"
Kim said.
North Korea halced ics nuclear
disablement in mid-Augusr in anger
over Washingron's failure co remove
the regime from the cerror list and
began moves coward restarting ics
plutonium-producing f.tcilicy.

The Associated Press

China dairy sued over
infant's toxic milk death
BEIJING - The family of a baby
whose death has been blamed on
toxic milk filed suit against one
of China's largest dairies Monday,
while another dairy ensnared in
the scandal said it was a victim of
unscrupulous subcontractors.
The lawsuit against
Shijiazhuang Sanlu Group Co.
was filed over the May 1 death
of 6-month-old YI Kaixuan in the
northwestern city of Lanzhou, the
family's lawyer said.
It is the first to be filed over a
child who died from drinking the
tainted milk and asks for almost
$160,000 in damages.
Milk collection stations and
individual farmers are accused
of watering down milk to
increase volume, then adding the
industrial chemical melamine to
increase protein levels.
The practice has been blamed
for causing the deaths of four
infants and sickening 54,000.
At least two other lawsuits have
been filed against Sanlu - the
company at the center of the
uproar - in recent weeks by
parents of children suffering from
kidney stones.
The scandal has struck a blow
to China's efforts to build global
brand names and establish
healthy business practices.

Christians flee Iraqi city
of Mosul after killings
BAGHDAD - Cars and trucks
loaded with suitcases, mattresses
and passengers cradling baskets
lined up at checkpoints Monday
to flee Mosul, a day after the 10th
killing of an Iraqi Christian in the
northern city this month.
Local leaders have blamed
al-Qaida in Iraq, which maintains
influence in the region despite
an ongoing U.S.-lraqi military
operation launched in May.
The latest victim was a music
store owner who was gunned
down Sunday evening at work
in an attack that left his teenage
nephew wounded, according to
police and a neighbor.
Nobody has taken credit for the
attacks so far.
With the killing of at least 1O
Christians this month alone,
according to police, thousands
have abandoned their homes in
Mosul to seek refuge in churches,
neighboring villages, or in safer
Kurdish-controlled areas nearby.
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For assistance in computer
hardware problems, disk cleanup,
maintenance
and
general
computer help, please call Josh
Bennett at 217-714-4856.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/27
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENTI
Plus hats, wigs, makeup, beads,
birthday, and bachelorette stuffl
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, 609
Sixth Street, Charleston. Mon-Fri:
Noon-6; Sat: 10-2. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lOBl

WANTED. 1 block from LANTZ
$300/month. Everything included
except electridwater. 708-3620707
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17

Missing since 10/1 from Harrison
Ave: Black single speed road
bike. No stickers, pink spacers.
Looks crappy but has sent. value.
309-267-1302
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

•

Cocktailwaitressneeded. Mustbe
21. 10 minutes ea~t of Charleston.
Phone for interview, 349-8613.
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Farm help for fall. Experience
necessary. Start now, part or full
time. 345-2999

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Experienced farm help wanted to
assist with harvest. Call Mike@
(217) 259-3259
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

~ ~

roommates

Seeking 2 roommates. Prefer
female, over 21, nonsmoker
to share 3 bedroom 2.5 bath
townhouse on 9th for 09/10.
Three blocks from campus,
partially furnished, pets welcome
with deposit. $395/month per
person plus utilities. Must sign
lease by October 31. Call 618553-5601.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/21

•
BR apt. in house for sublease
after winter break. $400, all util.
paid. Pets negotiable. 309-2671302
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17
SPRING

SEMESTER

torrent

each.
Hardwood floors,
furnishings include leather
furniture. 2 1/2 baths, full
basement with washer/dryer,
central air, large yard. For
school year 2009-2010.
1
block N. of O'Brien Field.
Call Jan 34S-8350

FALL 09. S, 4, 3, 2 BEDROOM
HOUSES, 2 BEDROOM 2
BATH APARTMENTS. 1026
EDGAR. 348-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/27

CH UCKTOWN RENTALS.
COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

HOUSE 2009. Near Panther
Paw. S people needed. www.
eiuapts.com 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/15

6
HOUSE FOR RENT!
bedrooms, S open, 3 full
baths, full laundry room, large
kitchen and living room, lots
of space. Call 217-496-3084
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31

Ladies: large S, 6, and 7
BR houses, 112 block from
campus. 10 MONTH LEASES.
www.te-jrentals.com
3455048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2
APARTMENTS 2009.
Bedroom across from campus.
www.eiuapts.com 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10115

For lease: 09-10. 2, 3, 4, 5,
6 Bedroom homes. Complete
viewing at blhi.org or 217273-067S

Ladies: Furnished 2&3 BR
apts. Best deals! 10 MONTH
LEASES.
te-jrentals.com
345-S048

We Have the Unit for You!
Royal Heights 1509 S. 2nd
3br/1.5ba Glenwood 190S
12th l ,2br Pd water/int/cable
Lynn-Ro 1201 Arthur 1,2,3br
w/d in all units.
Stop by
office at 1509 S. 2nd or call
345-0936 lsrozek@aol .com

FOR 2009-201 O. VERY NICE l
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND TOWNHOUSES. ALL
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL
217-493-7559, OR VISIT US
AT www.myeiuhome com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Sublessor needed Spring 20091
1 bedroom apartment. $300
a month. Washer and Dryer
included. Call Shannon 815-2601404 _ _ _ _ _ _ __

for rent

3-5 bedroom houses for rent.
Fall 09. Close to campus. 708774-0451
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

help wanted

f•'

APARTMENTS
TO
RENT
FOR SPRING '09! Located
right next to campus, fully
furnished,
and
spacious
floor plans: Unique Homes
Properties,
217 -34S-S022,
www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

f •}
lost& found

torrent

GREAT HOUSES on 11th
St 2, 4, and 5 BR's with W/
D and dishwashers www.
gbadgerrentals.com 34S-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10117
2 BR at 2152 11th St. New,
modern, close.and quiet www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
3 BR, 2.5 Bath Townhouse.
New construction. Must seei
Call 24 hrs., 630-505-8374.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
5 BR, 3 Bath house with
everything 1 1/2 blocks lo
campus and great yard www.
gbadgerrentals.com 34S-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
GREAT LOCATION! Newly
remodeled 3 bedroom home.
Directly across from Douglas
Hall. $375 per person. Call
549-5296.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL YEAR! 1, 2, and 3
BR fully furnished apartments
available at great locations!
CALL TODAY TO SEE THEM!
Unique Homes Properties,
217- 345-5022, www.uniqueproperties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10122
NEED ROOMMATES? Unique
Properties is looking to fill
bedrooms in several of our
locations. Fully furnished
and reduced rates. Call 217345-5022,
www.uniqueproperties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

sublessor

_________ oo

_________ oo

YOU
CAN'T
GET ANY
CLOSER I
Park
Place
Apartment is renting for Fall
2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom
We
furnished apartment.
have the size and price to
fit your needs. Stop by 715
Grant Ave, It 101 or call 34814 79
ParkPlaceMgmt@aol.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONSON E BLOCK NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6th STREET
1 & 3 bedroom apartments
available August 2009. www.
ppwrentals.com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONSONE BLOCK NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6th STREET
3 & 6 bedroom houses
available August 2009. www.
ppwrentals.com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCEPTIONALLY
ECONOMICAL! Apt. with 1
bedroom loft. Furnished for
a couple or single. $385 for
1 or $435 for 2. 1/2 duplex-1
block N. of O'Brien Field for
school year 2009-2010. Call
Jan 34S-83SO.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

BEAUTIFUL 2 STORY HOUSEfurnished for 7-8 girls at $31 O

w

w

_________ oo

EASTERN
ILLINOIS
PROPERTIES NOW SHOWING
2009-2010
2 3 4,S 6,7,8
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES, HOUSES. VIEW
PROPERTIES
AT
WWW.
El PROPS COM OR CALL 217345-621
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

o.

7 Bedroom, 2 Bath House
near Rec Center. Washer/
Dryer, Dishwasher, Central
Air. large Rooms, Nice 3456967

_________ oo

3 Bedroom Houses: Washer/
Dryers,
Dishwashers.
S
Bedroom House near Rec
Center:
Washer/Dryer,
Dishwasher, Central Air 3456967

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES,
W/Q. TRASH. PHONE 3457244, 649-0651
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
large 4 Bedroom House.
Living room, family room,
basement, W/D, dishwasher.
345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Large 1 bedroom, five blocks
from Old Main. W/D $375/
month. No pets. 273-1395.

_________ oo

Efficiency, close to campus,
including
$325/month,
utilities, A/C. Male only, no
smoking, no pets. 345-3232,
days.

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

torrent

accept pets. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Large 1 and 2 BR apts.,
extremely close to campus.
Only a couple left. Great
deal! 273-2048, 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt.
Water and trash included,
off street parking. $400/mo.
Buchanan St. apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Need 3 BRS? large rooms!
Available Jan. Water, trash, &
elec. included 345-1266

_________ oo

5 BR HOUSE FOR RENT: 2
1/2 Bath, HUGE yard! Next
to Greek Court. $37S/person.
34S-3353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA,
W/D, bar, off-street parking.
Call 217-202-4456

_________ oo

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW TRY THE BEST!!!!
Campus Pointe Apartments
offers 2 and 3 bedrooms
with individual leases AND
roommate matching. Our rent
includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, ANO TRASH. Plus,
we give you $60-$75 toward
your monthly electric bill!!!
... AND THAT'S NOT ALL!
We have a 24-hour clubhouse
that offers a tanning bed,
fitness center, game room, and
computer lab with unlimited
printing. CALL 345-6001 or
visit www.apartmentseiu.com
today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITIANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: 3-4 bedroom,
$200 pip Refrigerator, stove,
water, trash, central air. 2347368

_________ oo

OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM. 3456533

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

New
Four
Bedroom
Apartments. Extremely Close
to Campus. Across from Lantz.
Fully Furnished. $415/month.
Grantview Apartments. 3453353.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

University Village: 4 bedroom
houses, $450/per person. All
utilities included. 345-1400

_________ oo

FALL09-10: 1, 2 &3 BR. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY
OF
OFF-STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST
APTS CALL 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

f•'

torrent

and parking included Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.

_________ oo

QUALITY
FALL
'08
CONVENIENCE.
2
& J
bedroom apartments. Washer
& Dryer included. 1-2 blocks
from campus. (217)493-7559
www .myeiuhome.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1,2,3,4
bedroom
Houses
and
Duplexes,
Campus
side!
Only seconds away
www.
jensenrentals.com
217.345.6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Close to campus· 3 bedroom
house avail. 2008-09. CA.,,
heal pump, W/D, new carpet
10-12 mo lease. $900/mo
549-5402
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW RENTING FALL '08'09: Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3
bedrooms All utilities, cable
and internet included. 234
7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR apt. for lease. 1051 ilh
St No pets. 345-7286, w1111
jw1 II iamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 BR apts. for lease. 151
1st St and 1041 7th St
No pets 345-7286, www
jwilliamsrental.com

_________ oo

Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6
BR Close to campus, laundry
parking, no pets. 345-7286
www.jwilIiamsrentals.com

_________ oo

2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA
DUPLEX.
EXCELLEM
LOCATION
WASHER/
DRYER,
DISHWASHER
DISPOSAL. THREE VANITIES
INCLUDED. CALL (2171493·
7559 OR VISIT US AT WWW
MYEIUHOME.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. Furnished
and
Unfurnished-Awesome
Location! jbapartments.com
..217.345.6100
00
Price reduced: Brittany R1dgr
Townhouses, 3-4 bedrooms
Refrigerator, stove, water
trash, central air. 234-7368

_________ oo

1 and 2 Br. apartments on tilt
square. All utilities included
except electricity. $475-SSOO
Call 234-7368.

_________ oo

3 and 4 bedroom apts. S600.
$700 per month. 6 to choose
from Call 234-7368.

_________ oo

2 to 6 BR houses 11
everything! Great localto
very close to campus. w1wi
gbadgerrentals.com
34
9595

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash

FOR RENT. One, Two, and
Three Bedroom Apartments,

Non-student Classified Rates

two blocks from Old Main,
starting at $350/MO. 217549-1060, 217-549-6979
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
Monthly Online classlllect m.USlng 1vallable

"""'·de

w

f•'

"Ill

Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments has srngle & 2
BR apts Great space, large
, clost>ts, ttose to campus.
l'=-.:"P===;o....,o=;;"""",.....,• 1 Affordable ' rent
We also

--------

A University Admission to Teacher Education meeting will be h
Thursday, October 9th from 12:00-12:50 in 1S01 Buzzard H
Auditorium. Students must formally apply tor University Adm11s
to Teacher Education. This is done by attending a meeting. Stude
who have not previously applied must attend. Registration "
required.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 019

I'
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om·o out for four weeks on finger injury
The Associated Press •

YING, Texas - The already
ping Dallas Cowboys now
survive a few games without
·me Pro Bowl quarterback
Romo, who has a broken finon his throwing hand.
ere was indeed something
g when Romo badly missed on
lase cwo pass attempts co Terrell

Owens in a 30-24 overtime loss at
Arizona on Sunday, the Cowboys'
second defeat in three games.
Coach Wade Phillips said Monday that Romo broke his right pinkie on che first play of OT.
Brad Johnson, che 40-year-old
backup whose lase scare was in 2006
for Minnesota, cakes over Sunday
when Dallas plays ac Sc. Louis.
"Obviously, it's unfortunate for

sen and freshman Mark &sary
combined in a shurouc for Eastern.
Essary played the entire fuse half,
OM PAGE 12
while Hansen played the second
Jc didn't seem like our incen- half and both overtimes and had six
was as high as ic has been dur- saves. Oral Robercs head coach Steve
some of our home games, but we Hayes said Monday's match was repd the ball a lot beccer than resencacive of a march becween che
"d in the past," Garmer said.
cwo schools. He said ir was similar ro
Garcner said hear had an effect Eascern's 1-0 overtime win lase ~ca
the players in the second half, son.
"(Howarth) has done a great job
rhac might have affected the
and intensity levels. In the with this program," Hayes said.
minute, Oral Robercs has its "Their guys battled and they played
scoring opporruniry as junior hard so hopefully we have similar
der Jim Reinsma headed a baJI quaJicies. We will come away from
the far pose. Eascern goalkeeper chis game satisfied that we got a cie
Hansen was nor in position, bur disappoiored because we hie
senior midfielder Mike Lew- the post cwo or three rimes. Credit
ded the ball our of che nee for co them they had some chances and
made some good saves."
of che Panthers' cwo team saves.
The Golden Eagles second best
Eascern's defense was solid despite
· g opportunity came in che sec- injuries co junior defender Chris
overcimc when a header again Pearson and senior defender Patrick
, as ic hir the far post and was Mabeya. Pearson wcnr down when
by Easrcrn. Easrern's besc he re-injured his calf in the second
· g opporcunicy came in the sec- half, but he was able to return. Mayovcrcime as sophomore defender beya hurc his right ankle and was
Harrison had a free kick from unable to return co the match, buc
midclle of the field and just out- Howarth said the injury was nothof the box. However, his shor ing serious.
cd high and couJd not reach
"The defense was solid overall,"
back of che nee.
Gartner said. "Ir was rough having a
Eastern freshman midfielder Jeff couple of injuries here and there. We
·ps had another opporruniry in didn't have the whole back for the
108ch minuce for the Panrhers entire game, bur subs came on and
be received a pass from the righc played some grear minuces for us of the field from senior forward helped us stay cighc and scay solid."
Perers, buc the ball was stopped
the near post.
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581Senior goalkeeper Mark Han- 7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

Tie

Wircke said Walker is ideal for
role in che "Wild Hog" because
· speed.
~ar's pare of whac it's predicacon is chreacening the defense's
with speed," Wiccke said.
r's trying co take advantage of
our guys do and what our guys

best."
Ea.seem

defensive coordinator
Bellamoni said the "Wild Hog"
don is dangerous because
scs have co be able co rally co
'ck player geccing co the sideon the reverse aspect but also
ng up the midclle in case the
lined up ar quarterback runs
midclle.
e way we cry to do everything
fir plays up," Bellantoni said.
y causes some major probwich your fies because ic's like
olfense is) playing with 12 peoh's just like zone read, all the
scuff. because you've goc an
guy. Norma!Jy che quarterback
't run the ball so you have an
guy. so you can be oucnumwhen you're crying co fie up
running plays."
had limited success when
che ball and rushed up the
against Tennessee Marcin.
awks' defense was able to
· co shore gains each rime.
iuke said che Panthers' had
missed blocks and missed exeon the keeper plays.
just added char hopefully
the defense a lirtle bic,"
red-shire sophomore wide

receiver Charles Graves said about
che Panthers' new formation. "I
chink we did a few times, and sometimes they scuffed it. I chink with
that you've got co keep the defense
honest, and I chink that's what chose
kind of plays do."
Bellantoni said he didn'r see whac
Tennessee Martin's defense did co
srop Bess bur based on no other teams cunning the "Wild Hog"
formarion in the Ohio Valley Conference, the natural tendency of a
defense would be co focus on che
primary ball carrier and noc on the
player rhac could run a reverse.
"From our standpoint nobody
has run it yer, buc if someone got
in chat formation I chink our players on the field their first inclination
is ic's going to be something tricky
co spread you our and run the ball
up the midclle," Bellantoni said. "So
you wouJd probably favor the tailback. Thar's probably what (Tennessee Marcin) did withour knowing."
Wittke said one tough aspect of
installing che new formation was
noc knowing how defenses wouJd
adjust co che formation because
there wouJdn'c be any game film of
those adjuscmencs because no ceams
in che OVC run char rypc of option
play.
"You have co project what chose
adjusrments will be," Wittke said.
" That's pare of the reason why we
wane co keep things within our base
syscem. We feel as we continue co
work and continue to add some
wrinkles co ic, it'll become more and
more effective for us."

Scott Richey can be reached at 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

Tony co have co go through something like this. He'll recover quick;
he has a great attitude about it,"
Johnson said. "At chis time, ic's
really just important for the offense
especially co just kind of catch on
to my snap count and che way we
manage rhe huddle. ... I'm excited abour the opporruniry, worked
hard co ger here."
Johnson, who came co Dallas
PEAR~S

lase year, won a Super Bowl with
Tampa Bay during the 2002 season and is che only Cowboys player
with a championship ring.
Phillips said Romo won't need
surgery, and the riming of his
return "depends on how fast that
heals."
The Cowboys have three games
before an open dace Nov. 9.
Romo wasn't in the locker room

Monday when it was open co
reporters, bur Johnson described
Romo as being in good spirits.
The Cowboys scored I 0 points
in the finaJ 2 minutes of regulation
Sunday.
They goc the baJI to open overtime, but Romo fumbled and had
cwo incompletions.
He started flexing his hand after
recovering his fumble.

BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

OKAY, GUYS, WM&N YOU'RE ON TME
FORGET
8EHQ4 PURIH6 AGAME.I POt(T WANT l1
IT.
YOU JUST SITTING MER~. I ~A NT ., TUAT
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GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY
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No. 0909

TEEN PUZZLEMAKER WEEK

Note: All the daily crosswords this week, Monday
through Saturday, have been contributed by puzzlemakers under the age of 20. Today's crossword is
by Patrick John Duggan, 19, of Arlington, Va. He is a
second-year student at Boston University.

ACROSS
1 Filter's target
s Not much
9 Answers a party
invitation
14 BigApple
neighborhood
15 Stuff of legend
16 Rankled
11 Anybody ... and
the missing clues
for 30-, 48- and
63-Across
20 ·cut me some
slack!"
21 On the
vive
22 Assign an
NC-17, say
23 Singer Lisa with
the 1994 #1 hit
•stay"
2S Monopoly
payment
21 Sans ice
'!()

???

35 Ctrl+_+Del
36 Firebug
37 1980s TV's
"Remington _ .
38 Tequila source
40 N.B.A. Hall-ofFame nickname
42 Ball of yarn

43 Ring figures?
45 Its HQ is in
Brussels
47 Trawler's
equipment
48 ???
so Order in a bear
market
s1 Slugger Moises
52 Domesticated ox
in India
54 Wally's little bro
s1 Org with an
a-file option
59 "Don't bother"
63 ???
66 Teen, maybe
67 Daddy-o
68 Relaxation
69 _apple
10 Online auction
site
11 MapQuest
suggestions:
Abbr.
DOWN

1 Jet-setters' jets,
once
2 Hundred Acre
Wood denizen
3 "Oy vey•

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
B

0

AL L

c

PUZZLE BY PATRlCK JOHN DUGGAN

4 Old car that
was famously
available in black,
black ... or black
s Middle Ages
pseudoscience
6_Choy
1 2008 campaign
issue
s Fire insurance?
9 "Go, team!"
10 1960s TV series
with numerous
spinoffs
11 Designer Wang
12 Role
13 Ocular woe
18 Equal: Prefix
19 Loses on
purpose
24 Shakespeare,
e.g.

26

21

28
29
11
32
33
l-4

36

39
41

Bananas
Org. co-founded
by W. E.B.
Du Bois
Composer heard
at graduations
ColecoVision
rival
Michaels of
"S.N.L."
Carolyn who
wrote Nancy
Drew mysteries
Architect
Saarinen
Barbra Streisand
title role
Blossom element
·sex-x-xyl"
Rap star who
co-owns the New
Jersey Nets

44

46

49
50
53
S4

ss
56

ss
60

61
62
64

65

One who bites
the bullet
Wee
Area in a grand
tour
Person in a
solarium
constrictor
The Crimson
Tide, to fans
City along the
Chisholm Trail
. _ Karenina"
Name-dropping
sort
Coupd'_
End of an
ultimatum
Goes platinum?
Mos. and mos.
Escape from the
rat race

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
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VOLLEYBALL I NOTEBOOK

Eastern's offense back on track after win
Eastern ends 34-set losing
streak in conference win

By BOB BAJEK

Staff Reporter

During the Panthers 11-march
losing streak from Sept. 6 through
Friday, they weren't able to win a single set.
That streak extended imo Satur·
day with Eastern dropping the finr
set against the Lady Tigers.
ln the second sec, Easrcrn bear
Tcnn~ce State 25-16 co end 3i
consccurive sec loses - a prq:ram
record.
The previous record was I~
srraight scrs losr in 1994 and 1995

Eastern had a season-high 63 kills
Sacurday against Tennessee Seate.
The Panthers performance eclipsed
the previous season high of 44 kills
against Campbell on Aug. 29.
Eastern had dnec players with 10
or more kills in che match against
Tennessee State, which was also a
season best.
Sophomore outside bitter Alex
Zwettler bad 23 kills to tic a personal best. Sophomore outside hitter
Kdsey Orr and ~nior middle blocker Lauren Sopcic conrributed 17 and
12 kills, respectively.
The last time th~ players scored
I 0 or more kills in a march was
against Austin Peay on Nov. 10,
2007.

Austin Peay ends losing
streak to Panthers

Boylan reaches career
milestone this weekend
Junior libero Shaina Boylan
bumped her way into the Panther
record books Sarurday by getting her
I ,OOOth dig.
Boylan had 43 digs combined
against Auscin Peay and Tennessee State co push her career total
co 1,013. She is the 22nd Panther
co have more ch:1n 1,000 digs and
is currently No. 21 on the Eastern
career digs list
"Now I'll brcik all the records,"

ERIC HILTNER !THEDAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore outside hitter Kelsey Orr, left, freshman middle blocker Melanie Boykins, middle, and freshman
outside hitter/middle blocker Madison Barr, right, prepare as the ball heads over the net during Saturday's
match against Tennessee State in Lantz Arena.

Boylan said. "Look out record
books."

Orr regaining court
presence after struggles
Sophomore outside hitter Kelsey
Orr came back full force this weekend after struggling offensively for

the lase six marches with just three
kills. Orr had 24 kills in the Panthers' two marches chis weekend with
17 coming against Tennessee State.
"We were a lot more in-system,"
Orr said. "I have to give my defense
and passers credit because it's hard to
pass to the right side out of sysccm."

RUGBY I EASTERN 86, CO LORADO O

Panthers steamroll Buffaloes
Team gets second
shutout of season
By BOB SHAUGHNESSY

Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's rugby ceam
went into the Colorado game with
an undefeated record and left the
field at Kansas State in Manhattan,
Kan., rbe same way.
The game was played at Kansas Stare because it was a neutral
site about midway between the two
schools.
Eastern (6-0) had never played
Colorado (2-1) before, so rbe Panrbers didn't know much about the
Buffaloes.
Eastern's players said rbey knew
Colorado had a good team and it
would not be an easy win, but after
an 86--0 victory the Panthers had a
better feeling.
Noc knowing anything abour rhe
Buffaloes made preparation more
difficult for the Panthers, but rbey

knew if they just played their usual style, they would come out with
a good result. The Panthers rely on
their speed players to score, and
chat's what happened against Colorado.
Eastern finished the game wirh
50 second half pomts as rhey were
led by senior wing Samantha Manto.
Manto scored four trys, senior center Molly Clutter had rhree crys and
junior wing Crystal Jones had two
trys

The Panthers also received strong
effons on rbc defensive side of the
ball from juniors Stephanie Militello and Chase Cain.
Eastern, who has dominated its
opponents in irs last four games,
seems as rbough they have finally
come rogerheL
The Panthers have several new
players on the ream this year and
struggled in tight wins to start the
season.
After winning their first two
games by a combined seven poinrs,
the Panthers have won their last four

Jump On The
Right Track
With The

DEN!
Call
~.211.581.2816

games by a combined 338-8.
"We are kind of on a high right
now," Manco said. "We arc nor overconfident, bur we know char if we
play the way we know how that we
are going co bear reams. We wane to
go I 0-0 pretty bad. We play to win.
We don't play noc to lose."
With four games remaining the
Panthers have a good chance of running the cable the resr of the season.
Eastern's roughest rest will come
against Illinois, as the Panthers beat
the Fighting Illini twice last year but
in two of the closer games of chc season.
The Panthers beat Illinois 3221 and 36-19 lase year. Both games
were played in Champaign. Eastern
will hose che Fighting Illini this season on Oct. 25.
The Panthers will return co Lakeside Rugby Fidd chis weekend when
chey play Kansas ac 11 a.m. Sacurday.
Bob Shaughnessy can .be reached at
581-7944 or at rrshaughnessi@eiu.edu.

Orr's recent struggles could be
amibuced to a bicep injury in her
right shoulder she suffered at the end
of the Ole Miss Magnolia Class in
Ox.ford, Miss., on Sepe 12-13.
"It doesn't feel great bur ir is more
tolerable," Orr said. "Adrenaline
hdpcd."

The Lady Governors snapped
their six-march losing streak agamst
Eastern with their march win Friday
This was Austin Peay's 6rsr victory
against the Panthers since the 2003
season.
"We knew they were a young
team and have a lor of talent," AUSUll
Peay head coach Jenny Hazelwood
said about Eastern. "We knew we
could rake advantage of char youi
this time."
Hazelwood said she anticipates
the Panthers to come inco rhcu
match against Austin Peay on Nov
15 with incensity.
Bob Bajek can be reached ar 581 794l
or at rrbaiek@eiu.edu

>> Sky Blue FC

maces personally. but said she
excited co gee to know them.
FROM PAGE 12
"I played againsc a couple ri
them in college while I was ac Ocm"Even though I playt.-d center- son, buc I've never played wich any
back while at Clemson, I played out- of chem or know any of them," she
side-back during the whole combine said. "I'm excited to play along side
so I'm very comfortable attacking national ceam players that just won a
out of it," she said.
gold medal."
Eastern head coach Tim Nowak
Anderson-Hammond said while
said he is happy co sec Andcrson- she's looking forward to rbc chancr
Hammond gee an opportunity to co play professionally, she has not )'II
play at the professional level.
made any immediate decisions OI
'Tm really proud of her," Nowak her fururc.
said. "Ic's not every day chat someone
Her husband Andrew is a higk
has a dream that big and they get to school mach reacher at Champaigl
accomplish it. She's earned it wirh a Centennial High School, and the
lot of hard work and dedication to couple has nor yet made plans oa
rbc game. It's validation for all of the relocating to the East Coast.
"Ic's definitely a big decision, lu
bard work that she's put forward as a
coach and as a player."
we really haven't gotten that far)"'The Sky Blue's roster currently Anderson-Hammond said. "It's sti
has 13 players and rbc team will add early - wich five and a half monrbs
more during the next draft in Janu- until the season starts - so a !or ti
ary.
things will happen. Right noY. 1111
Included on the team are Natasha focus is still here at EIU and coaKai, Heather O'Reilly, and Chrmie rinuing working here and finisltRamponc, who played for chc U.S. ing up the season and rbcn rime
Naaonal Team that won a gold med- tell."
al ac the Beijing Olympics.
Anderson-Hammond said she
Collin Whitchurch can be reached
doesn't know any of her new team- 581-7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY

$5.00 Per

Do z en
$2. 5 0 Half

Great LaN Prices! ! !
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
E VERY THU RSDA Y fil
7am
Call 581-3616
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__L ACCESS WITH CORY LEMAN
Eastern outside linebacker values family, faith
Eastern red-shirt freshman linebacker Cory Leman comes from a family of athletes. His brothers, J
and JD, were All-Americans at Illinois and Wheaton College, respectively, and his sister Julie played
volleyball at Olivet Nazarene. He sat down with Sports Editor Scott Richey to talk about the support
he gets from his family, his budding golf game and his love of the training montage in "Rocky IV:'

------

ERIC HILTNER ITHE DAILY EASTERN.NEWS

Red-shirt freshman linebacker Cory Leman has 11 solo tackles and eight assisted tackles this season and played in his first full game as a starter against Tennessee Martin on Thursday. He
also has one pass defended and one quarterback hurry on the year. Leman got his first start against Illinois - the team his brother, J, was an All-American linebacker for- on Sept. 6 but
~lit time at strong side linebacker with red-shirt senior James Larson. He had three tackles against Illinois but got seven tackles against Tennessee Martin as the full-time starter.

What was it like to play a full
game as a starter?
Technically (against Illinois) I
started bur splir reps with (red-shirr
tmior James Laison). Marcin, I
was the only strong-side backer char

played.
It was exciting because, ac U of
I I was like I didn't know if I was
Slarting. not scarring. Marrin, I knew
going in I was scarring, so I could
mentally prepare a little bit better.
I wasn't near as nervous. I felt a
ntt1e more relaxed. It was a good
experience.
What do you think you do
well as a linebacker?
I don't wane ro say anything
lxcause I don't know if I did anything too well. I chink I've caught on
pimy well to the scheme.
I still don't know it perfect by any
means. I would say more than any
ti my strengths I still have a Joe co
work on physically and mentally.
Whit's it like to come from a
fllnily of college athletes?
They'll probably tell you that
dicrc's no expectation, but you kind
af fttl like there's expectations.
t know that they're supportive,
.1 I've learned a lot from chem jusr
aeing chem go rhrough all of col-

How has J helped you with
playing linebacker?
I would say he was probably able
to make rwo, maybe three, of my
high school games because he was
always playing.
He's already seen four of my college games in person. Ir's awesome
because otherwise we're jusr watching film.
He gives me a lor of pointers.
He's probably my No. l critic. He'll
cell me when I do rhings wrong. He's
got a lot of inside pointers to help
me our and it's really helpful.
What does it mean for your
family to be at your games?
le means a loc because, Ohio Valley Conference, we navel pretty far
ro a lot of our games.
To have chem there, usually (parents and J) and another one of my
sisters or brothers comes, it means a
lot because ic shows how much they
care about me.
Ir's going co be cough love. Usually chey're going co rell me whac I did
wrong, buc overall they're just really
supportive.
Which makes ir nice because as
a freshman you make a lot of mistakes, and I get down probably pret-

What do you like the most
about playing football?
l really love just the camaraderie
- just to be around all these guys.
These are the guys I'm literally wich
all the time.
We play a game char we love
everyday. Ir's a lor of hard work, bur
it's something we love and it pays for
school too. Ic's a double benefit.

goofy at times. I think for che mosc
part I'm pretty easy co get along
with. I think they'd say thac I'm a
man of faith. I cake my faith seriously. Strong believer in Jesus and I like
people co know chac.
Somerimes I can be a little strongwilled. I can kind of wane my way
sometimes, bur I think we all do one
time or another.

How good a golfer can you
be when fully healthy?
When I'm complecely healrhy
with the elbow and rhe shoulder, I
can be a dynamic force.
I've never said chat my driving
is the bcsc, buc when I pull our my
irons you better wacch out. I will
make it rain out there.
Bent Tree. Tuesday. If anybody
wanes to wacch, let chem know.

What is your favorite movie
and why?
Ir's kind of a toss-up between
"Rocky IV' and "Bravehearr." J really like chose two. "Rocky IV" - che
training montage in Russia - I warch
char and ir acrually makes me wane
to go in the weight room and lift and
work hard."Bravehearr," it's warrior
our there. Thar's how you want to
picrure yourself on che foocball field,
just be a warrior taking guys down.
You're che underdog coming up.

What do you like to do when
you're not playing football?
That's a tough question. I don't
want to use che cop our answer of go
out and hang our wich friends on che
weekends, but I'm trying co chink
what else I really do because I'm so
busy with football. I would say just
go to the football house and play
bags. This .summer we enjoyed playmg bags, relaxing, sining out front.

ry easy.
J's been good about lifting me up
lcgc.
and making me feel better about my How would you say people
Especially J, play_ing big-time col- game even if ir hasn't been che great- would describe you?
.- ·csr. • ·.·.- • • · • • •. •.• - • ·. • • • • • - ·I.think-they'd ~ar-J can-be.preny

What music are you
listening to on your iPod?
I just goc a new iPhone, so I've
been playing with char crying co figure our how everything works.
I'm really not chac good with
technology. Nothing's on it yet
because I haven't figured out how to
upload anything on it.

on the team, it's probably going
to be "Survivor" from che Rocky
soundtrack.
It's probably a toss-up of some
good solid country, or whac I like co
call "club-bangers."
Some get down and grind songs
when you're our. You can't do without chem.
Are there any pre-game
superstitions you do?
Lase game I had ro make sure my
roenails and fing~nails were clipped
perfecdy because I can't rear a nail.
Thar rhrows me for a loop.
I usually always carb load - what
I like to call carb load. The night
before the game r really go after it.
We're talking max out because
every other rime I'm always eating
mear, fruit, vegetables, and I really maximize my carbs before the
game.
What are your plans after
graduating from Eastern?
Everybody has aspirations char
chey wane ro play on, but if not
which is probably more so than
making it, I probably wane co get
inco something chat deals with personal training.
I really have a desire for nutrition. so somerhing along rhar parh.

,

NATIONAL SPORTS
BASEBALL
Tampa Bay at Boston I
7'5J7 tonight on TBS

MEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN 0, ORAL ROBERTS 0 (2 OT)

WOMEN'S SOCCER I

Panthers play to tie
Team struggles to
intensify in second half
By DAN CUSACK

Assistant Sports Editor

DAN CUSACK

Panthers'
home
advantage
I

The Eastern men's soccer team
has a major advantage beaded into
Missouri Valley Conference play.
Two of the Panthers cougbcst
macches will be ac home, where
the Panthns have been cxcdlenc
so far chis season. Before chis season srarced, Eastcm's goal was co
capture all 15 available poincs
ac home. The Panchcrs have five
home games, and each win is
worth thrtt poincs.
The Panchers arc currently 2-01 at home with a 5-0 win against
Cencral Arlcansas on Sept. 20, a 32 win Aug. 31 against MissouriKansas Ocy and a 0-0 tie Monday against Oral Roberts. The
Panthers proved against chc Golden Eagles, chac even when chc
team does noc have its besc performance, it is still a tough cask coming inco Lakeside Field and gccting a win. Eastem's dominance at
home even craccs back ro lase season, as they were 4-2-1.
This sason, che Panthers have
ourscorcd opponencs 8-2 playing
ac home and have shut out two
teams.
The Panthers will play Evansville on Oa. 25 and Creighton
Nov. 8 at home. Creighton is currently the No. 3 ranked team in
che nation by the National Soccer Coaches Association of America and ms named the prcseason
favorite to win the Missouri Valley
Confercnct. Evansville is currencly che No. 7 ranked ccam in the
Midwest by NSCAA.
The Panthers battled the Bluejays in a 2-1 overtime loss lase season, as Creighton scored in chc
final seconds co gee chc win against
che Panthers. The Panthers also
lose co Evansville last season, 4-1.
The common factor in both
chose marches were thac the Panthers were on the road.
This season, the Panthers will
have the home field advantage on
a pitch char traditionally wears as
the season progresses. Eastern will
know the nuances of the field. Its
opponencs will not.
The Panthers will also have
the comfort of home fans, a nonhostile crowd and the familiarity of the home field. When evenly
matched reams come go into battle, any advantage helps. Wich the
two toughest conference marches
at home for the Eastern, it's going
to be advantage- Panthers.
Dan Cusack can be reached ar
581-7944 oi at dscusack@eiu.edu.

MEN'S SOCCER
Wednesday at Bradley I
7 p.m. - Peoria

It was a rale of two halves for the
Easccrn men's soccer ccam in its 0-0
tic against Oral Roberts on Monday
at Lakeside Field.
For the firsc 45 minutes, the Panthers seemed co be the aggressor by
controlling possession of the ball and ,
putting pressure on Oral Robercs.
Bur in chc second half, the Golden Eagles picked up the intensity.
The Panthers responded in overtime, buc they could noc pull off a
victory as che cwo ccams battled co a
draw.
E.asccrn bead coach Adam Howarth said the Panthers had some
good opportunities.
Bue it was one of chose marches
where they could not find che back
of the nee.
"I choughc the first half was okay
and che second half we struggled,"
Howarth said. "I chink we srruggled
in che offensive third. It was just one
of chose games chat seemed like we
couldn't get anything going."
Howarth said Eastern did not
match the Golden Eagles intensity in
the second half.
Bue the cernpo was better in the
overtime periods.
Senior defender Adam Gartner
AMIR PRELLBERG !THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
said he thought Eascern's performance was all right but not Its best Sophmore forward Alex Harrison takes a free kick outside the penalty
box against Oral Roberts Monday afternoon at Lakeside Field. The shot
effort of the season.
would go high over the crossbar and the game would end in a scoreless
tie.
» SEE TIE, PAGE 9

FOOTBALL I SPOTLIGHT

Panthers debut'Wild Hog' formation
Eastern runs two-back
option offense against
Tennessee-Martin
By SCOTT RICHEY

Sports Editor
MARTIN, Tenn. E.istern
red-shirt junior Bodie Reeder was
noc lined up under cencer a few
times during the Panthers' 29-26
loss to Tennessee Marcin on Thursday nigbc. His backups, red-shire
freshmen Luke Hockaday and D.J.
Brown, wcren'c on the field either.
In Reeder's place was red-shirt
senior running back Travorus Bess,
as Eastern ran a variation on its craditional cwo-back backfield. The
Panthers traditionally line up one
running back and one fullback in
the backfield with Roeder ac quarcerback. Thursday's game was different.
There was no quarterback on the
field. Bess lined up at quarterback
spot, and red-shirt sophomore running back Chevon Walker lined up
almosc far ouc enough to be considered a slot receiver.
The Panthers pracciced che "Wild
Hog" formation in che days preceding the game againsc Tennessee Martin, and Reeder lined up on chc ourside as a receiver during practice.
"They wanted co use my speed on

MEN'S TENNIS
Thursday at ITA Regionals
All Day- Columbus, Ohio

I

COACH SPOTLIGHT

AndersonHammond
on cloud
•
nine
Eastern assistant
coach to join
Sky Blue FC
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Staff Reporter
New Jersey/New York Sky Blue
FC head coach and general manager Ian Sawyers said be knew only
a Little about Eastern women's soc·
cer assistanc coach Jenny AndcrsonHammond's playing ability prior
co the Women's Professional Soccer combine.
"I had vaguely heard about bcr
because she had played in southern
California where I'm &om," Sawyers said.
But once Sawyers saw Anderson-Hammond during the WPS
combine in Tampa, Fla., in early September, he learned enough
chac he decided co select Anderson·
Hammond as one of che Sky Blue's
four draft picks ac the WPS General Draft on Oct. 6.
For Anderson-Hammond,
being drafted is the opporruniry of
a lifetime.
"It's pretty much a dream come
crue," she said. "I'm really excited for chc opportunity co continue playing. I'm basically on cloud
nine."
The WPS General Draft con·
sisted of four rounds for each of cht
seven reams in the league. Anderson-Hammond was selected by the
Sky Blue with the first pick in the
fourth round.
Anderson-Hammond said she
was following the draft on the
Imcrnet bur wasn'c expecting co get
drafted in che General Draft. She
said she was already preparing for
the ne:xc WPS combine and the
second draft in January.
"I really had no idea 1 w.is going
to get drafted," she said. "I went
into it chinking I was going to have
another cryour before the ne:xr
draft, and I figured a loc of nation·
al ccam players would be gerring
drafted. But I goc lucky char they
needed defenders to complete their
ceam.
Sawyers said he saw a loc of
important qualities in AndersonHammond chat factored inco cht
ream's decision co draft her.
"She showed a lor of chin~
(ac the combine)," Sawyers said.
"The chin~ chat stood out were
her composure, her ability co read
the game and her problem-solving
techniques. Ar the pro levd those
chin~ become very important cmsiderations."
Sawyers said he plans co use
Anderson-Hammond at the ouc·
side-back position, and while
Anderson-Hammond said sbe
played center-back in college. she's
still comfortable playing oucsidcback.

..
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Eastern sophomore running back Chevon Walker moves past Tennessee Martin junior cornerback Markei Guy in Thursday's game at Graham
Stadium in Martin, Tenn. The Panthers lost 29-26.

che outside," Reeder joked.
He said the Panthers added the
option play co their playbook as an
opportunity co gee both Bess and
Walker in the backfield together and
get them the ball because they are
playrnakcrs.
Eastern offensive coordinator Roy
Wirtke, who used che "Wild Hog"
formarion as rhe offensive coordi-

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Friday at Tennessee Tech I
4 p.m. - Cookeville, Tenn.

naror at Arkansas from 2003-05,
said the main goal of the formation
is co gee the ball in the hands of the
team's playmakcrs. Walker had success on che Panthers' first acccmpc
at the "Wild Hog," as he managed
to gain l 0 yards on a reverse around
left end.

»

SEE WILD HOG, PAGE 9

VOLLEYBALL
Friday at UT Martin I
7 p.m. - Martin, Tenn.

»

SEE SKY BLUE FC, PAGE 10

FOOTBALL
Saturday vs. SE Missouri I
l :30 p.m. - O'Brien Stadium

